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Dear
Reader
T

he Alaska Rainforest contains the
richest resources and grandest scenery
to be found anywhere in our region. One
important indicator of the rainforest's health
is the subsistence way of life enjoyed by
Natives who utterly depend on the 1ongass
National Forest.

But like so many other places in
Cascadia, the Tongass is in terrible danger
of losing it all to corporate greed. We asked
Kathie Durbin, our contributing editor, to
explore the latest developments in
Congress, where timber industry lobbyists
are not only greeted with open arms but get
co write their own legislation. Her report,
illustrated with Robert Glenn Ketchum's
superb photography, begins on page 10.

Too Close to Hom
Alaska ,sen. Frank Mu
to cut down the last g

On PacifiCorp's
f Steelhead Paradise.

As we found in researching this story,
members of Congress also withhold important information from the public if the
details don't suit their friends in industry.
That is exactly what Alaska's other senator,
Ted Stevens, has done with an important
study on salmon in the Tongass. Our exclusive story on this vital study appears on
page 12.

AGE.

e couldn't be more pleased with the
response co our first issue. Numerous
new subscription orders and enthusiastic
letters have poured in.
Cascadia Times is now available in more
than 40 locations in Portland and Seattle,
and soon at outlets from San Francisco to
Anchorage. If your favorite store doesn't
carry Cascadia Times, let them know about
us. And tell your friends.
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Dirty Deeds
By Paul Kobersrcin
or the second rime in 18 months,
Louisiana-Pacific Corp. is paying
fines for eco-crimes.
In March, L-P's Ketchikan Pulp Co.
in Southeast Alaska paid $4.35 million in
civil and criminal fines, settling cwo lawsuits filed by the federal EPA and
Department of Justice. The charges,
according to the EPA, stemmed from a
1990 incident in which Ketchikan Pulp
intentionally and criminally
dumped
sludge and wastewater into Ward Cove
and sewer lines.
The
EPA says
Ketchikan Pulp also violated federal laws
by releasing illegal amounts of sulfur
dioxide into the air and acidic wastes into
the water.
In 1993, che EPA fined the Portlandbased timber giant $11. l million for violations at 11 mills in nine states. At the
time, it was the largest penalty ever
imposed for violating the Clean Air Act.
An EPA lawyer familiar with the investigation said the company was keeping two
sets of books at mills across the country,
concealing accurate records of its discharges while presenting a doctored version for federal inspectors to see.
The two fines total $15,450,000.
Meanwhile, two Louisiana-Pacific
mills are among the four dirtiest industrial factories in Cascadia. According to the

F

EPA's annual list released in March,
based on its Toxic Release Inventory,
here are the 10 worse polluters, starting
with the dirtiest. One caveat: the numbers
do nor correlate to health impacts (emissions
are in total pounds of pollutants released
to air, land and water):
l. Unocal Petroleum Products, Kenai,
Alaska, petroleum: 6.1 million
2. ITT Rayonier Inc., Port Angeles,
Wash., pulp and paper: 3.65 million
3. Louisiana-Pacific
Corp., Samoa,
California, pulp and paper: 1.97
million
4. Ketchikan Pulp Co. (LouisianaPacific), Ketchikan, Alaska , pulp
and paper: 1.8 million
5. Heublein Inc., Madera, Calif., wine
proces ing: lAS million
6. 3M Co., White City, Ore., imaging
equipment manufacturing: 1.39
million
7. Kerr-McGee Vanadium Facility,
Soda Springs, Idaho, heavy metal
manufacturing:
1.32 million
8. Weyerhaeuser Corp., Longview,
Wash., pulp and paper: 1.27 million
9. Boise Cascade Corp., Wallula,
Wash., pulp and paper: 1.2i million
l 0. Boeing Commercial Airplane Co.,
'Everett, Wash.: 1.16 million.
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Business as usual at Louisiana-Pacific's Ketchikan Pulp.

Who's Behind the Bombing at Toiyabe?

BARBED

WIRE
By Paul Koberstein

n March 30, a small bomb shattered a window at the Toiyabe National
Forest headquarters in Carson City, Nevada. The day before, another
bomb blew the lid off an outhouse at a Forest Service outpost in Lamoille
Canyon, Nev.
Federal investigators have no suspects and, officially, no motive. But there seems
to be a pattern forming. Violence against environmentalists and natural resource agencies is almost becoming commonplace. In October 1993, a federal Bureau of Land
Management office in Reno was severely damaged by a large explosion that was
heard for miles. And last July, an arson fire destroyed the
Redway, Calif., headquarters of the Pacific Justice Center,
a public interest group that appeals timber sales and fights
toxic pollution.
Meanwhile, on April 10, vandals disrupted a timber
industry conference in Stevenson, Wash., etching "stumps
suck" and "corporate scum" on a nearby golf course and
spraying a pungent chemical indoors. The timber industry
was quick to blame environmentalists, but the vandals
might easily have been Wise Use activists who saw the
propaganda value of such an attack. "They (environmentalists) say they wane to have balance and be reasonable,"
Jim Geisinger, president of the Northwest Forestry
Association, told the Portland Oregonian. "I don't chink
chose words arc in that group's vocabulary."
Wise Use threats against environmentalists also are common. For example, Ron
Arnold, executive director of the Center for the Defeo e of Free Enterprise, a
Bellevue, Wash., Wise Use group, is quoted by David Helvarg, in his book The War
Against the Greens, as saying, "We're our to kill the fuckers. Our goal is to destroy
environmentalism once and for all."
What is new is that conservatives in Congress are fanning the flames. One, U.S.
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Rep. Wes Cooley, R-Ore., told a Louisiana environmentalist during a recent hearing
on the Endangered Species Ace, "I would suggest you don't come to Oregon, because
I wouldn't be able to assure your protection," according to witnesses. (The quote
doesn't appear in the official record, but it was picked up on videotape as well as published in daily newspapers in New Orleans and Baltimore). Ac another hearing in
Texas, a rancher concerned about overpopulation and its effects on the environment
drew this mean-spirited retort from Cooley: "When they give out che pills, are you
going to be the first one in line?"
Cooley's comments got plenty of play on local talk radio,
and may have inspired a few crazies. "We have had several
people call our office and suggest we take a suicide pill if
we're so concerned with overpopulation," says Sarah
Hodsdon of the National Wildlife Federation in Austin,
Texas.
Should Cooley and other Republicans be held indirectly
responsible if someone gees hurt? "The right-wing reactionaries in Congress are creating an atmosphere of tolerance
for chis kind of behavior," says Andy Stahl, executive director
of the Association of Forest Service Employees for
Environmental Ethics in Eugene. "They are emboldening
the wackos."
Ocher political leaders are also coming close to inciting
violence. During last fall's campaign for governor of Oregon, GOP nominee Denny
Smith said a Forest Service expert on endangered plane species should be flattened
by a bulldozer. And in March, Idaho Secretary of Stace Pere Cenerussa said char in his
state, "there is going to be a great uprising among the people here. It's a matter of
survival and when these instincts are aroused, anything can happen."
And Cenerussa sees nothing wrong with Idaho conferring legal status on an
armed anti-green and anti-government militia group led by Samuel Sherwood of

"When they give out the pills.
are you going to be the first

_ one in line?"

- U.S. Rep. Wes Cooley
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Cow Cops
Volunteers to Watch for Bovine Lawbreakers
By Kathie Durbin
ursy band of environmental watchdogs will take to the high desert
ange this summer to police federal
grazing allotments and report trespassing
cows to the Bureau of Land Management.
Judging from ranchers' reaction to the idea,
it could be a long, hot summer.
Cow Cops, a project of the Oregon

N

Barbed Wire
continued from page 3

Blackfoot, Idaho, once it reaches 10,000
members. Sherwood says, "We want a
bloodless revolution, but if the bureaucrats
won't listen, we'll give them a civil war to
think about. We're ready to look the federal
government in the eye."
The poster boy of anti-environmentalism in the West is Dick Carver, a Nye
County, Nev., commissioner. Carver has been
spreading his message of anti-environmentalism to packed audiences throughout the rural
West. On J\.larch 28, the day before the most
recent bombing, he told a crowd of 100 gathered in a Colville, Wash., grange hall that the
war against "federal tyranny" would be won
"without bloodshed." (Spokane SpokesmanReoie«, J\.larch 29, 1995). However, he didn't
specifically rule out vandalism.
Even before the attack at Toiyabe, the
Forest Service was clearly worried. On
00
~
larch 22, it issued special instructions to
personnel for dealing with citizen arrests.
c "Because you are a Forest Service employee,
ci we will do everything necessary to ensure
c
y
your safety and protect your rights," Chief
00
c Jack Ward Thomas wrote in a memci.
u "Everything will be done to have you
as released as quickly as possible."
o-,
But now, with the escalation of vio~ lence, what's needed is a declaration of
~ peace -- from all sides. Before someone
is hurt.
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Natural Resources Council, will kick off at
this year's Desert Conference, April 27-30
at the Malheur Field Station south of
Burns, Ore.
Will Cow Cops carry weapons? Project
coordinator Kathi Myron, who knows plenty of ranchers through her participation on
Oregon grazing advisory groups, seems surprised by the question. "I don't plan on carrying one."

"These are public lands" Myron says.
"The BLM has inadequate numbers of fisheries biologists, wildlife biologists, soil scientists and hydrologists to monitor chem. We
want to be extra eyes and ears for the BLM.
We do not believe the majority of public
land ranchers will threaten our people."
Bur Mack Birkmaier, president of the
Oregon Cattlemen's Association, makes no
promises.
"I would sure ask our people to keep
cool heads, but I don't know what people
will think when they see people out there
trying to count our cattle and mess with
chem," he says.
Though they may be entering hostile
territory, members of the volunteer green
brigade will be armed only with maps, field
glasses, cameras and copies of BLM grazing
permits. To avoid tense confrontations over
access, Cow Cops will target only those
grazing allotments reachable by public
roads, Myron says.
The field glasses will help these volunteers identify cattle brands from a distance,
and maps showing the boundaries of grazing allotments will tell them whether cows
are where they are supposed to be. In the
first year, Myron hopes to enlist enough volunteers to monitor 20 allotments on the
BLM's Burns and Prineville districts,
including key areas along Central Oregon's
Crooked River and the North Fork of the
John Day.
Cow Cops will look for cattle along
screams chat are supposed to be off-limits,
check co see whether grazing is hurting
aspen regeneration and other rehabilitation
projects, and inspect fences to see whether
they're broken down, inviting trespass.
Myron says BLM officials were reluctant at first to provide files on individual
grazing allotments, even though they are

public information, because of liability concerns. The public range apparently can be
an unfriendly place these days; she says one
Prineville BLM official told her chat the
agency now initiates search-and-rescue
operations if employees sent out into the
field are more than an hour late returning.
Michael Green, BLM's Burns district
manager, says the Cow Cops could help the
agency with its monitoring efforts as long as
volunteers receive clear instructions. "We
can always use some additional eyes and
ears to let us keep abreast of what's going on
out there," he says. "There are 3.5 million
acres in the Burns district, and we have 61
employees."
Birkmaier, a Wallowa County rancher,
was blunt about what he thinks of the Cow
Cops program - and of the Oregon
atural Resources Council's motive in
establishing it.
"I don't like it. They are going to he
out there supposedly monitoring, but they
have a bias to get the cattle off the range.
It's like asking a biased referee to referee a
game. I think it's confrontational."
Birkmaier says the volunteers w111 have
no professional training in range management and won't know what co look for.
Will there be violence?
"We don 't want to get somebody shot
our there, but if reason would prevail they
wouldn't do this," Birkmaier says. As for the
ONRC, "They're public enemy No. 1 or
No. 2 in Wallowa County. You can't work
with your enemy."
But Myron says the increasingly polarized atmosphere in Oregon won't deter her.
"Operating out of fear is not how you solve
problems. We're telling our people to go our
as interested citizens. We are not going out
to be confrontational."

US and Canada Fight for the
Last Sahnon
By Patti Koberstein
anadian officials are admitting they
almost destroyed their own salmon
fisheries last summer during the
infamous "salmon wars" with American
fishers.
Neither side has declared victory, but
new studies show the salmon were the clear
losers. The latest, a Canadian scientific
review released in March, blames "inept
Canadian bureaucrats" and "greedy fishermen" for pushing British Columbia's
salmon stocks to the brink of collapse.
"I am taking full responsibility to
ensure that all the mistakes made during
my tenure are not repeated," says Canadian
Fisheries Minister Brian Tobin.
Canada, however, is not solely at fault.
Under a 1985 treaty between the U.S. and
Canada, each country was supposed to take
equal amounts of each other's salmon. But
in 1993, the Americans increased their
share, while Canada's share decreased.
Canada said the U.S. wasn't playing
fair and, last May, retaliated by levying a
$1, 100 coll on every American fishing boat
passing
through
Canadian
waters.
American fishermen were furious. At the
same time, Canadian fishermen fished 'til
they dropped.

C

The ugly result: Millions of sockeye
salmon failed to return to Canada's prime
West Coast spawning grounds. Fishermen
and environmentalists
say the decline
means that the multi-million dollar Pacific

There was a grab-all
tendency by all fisherman.
The salmon is
now more than ever
criticallyin danger.
1

salmon industry, which employs 15,000
people in Canada alone, is now in jeopardy.
Canada had initially forecast a 1994
Pacific salmon run of 19.1 million fish, down
from 24.3 million in 1993, bur the actual
count was only 16.5 million. Of those only
3.1 million made it to spawning grounds on
the Fraser River basin after fishermen
caught most of the rest. More than 90 percent of the salmon migrating on the east
side of Vancouver Island were caught.

And on the Adams River, normally one
of the most bountiful salmon grounds, the
number of fish returning to spawn was at its
lowest level since 1938. A fishing ban was
implemented just in time: Fishing just 12
more hours would have wiped out the
Adams River runs.
"There was a grab-all tendency by all
fishermen which made it even more difficult to manage the fishery," says John
Fraser, the head of the review team. "The
resource is now, more than ever before, critically endangered."
Tobin said he would add enforcement
officers, surveillance boars and aerial
patrols, reduce or ban fishing in some areas
to rebuild stocks and explore ways to
reduce the size of the commercial fishing
fleet.
But others say the United Scates has to
get its own act together or the two countries
will literally be wrestling for the last fish.
Many fingers in Oregon and Washington
arc pointing at Alaskan fishermen, who
refuse ro reduce their catch limits.
Alaskans, however, have a good response:
The Pacific No Invest states have nearly
killed off their own stocks while refusing to
fix their fish-killing dams.
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Split Decision

Indian Treaties Cover Shellfish. Not Just Salmon
By Scott Miller
alph Rush looks out over the tidelamb
below
his
home
on
Marrowscone Island, Wash., in southern Puget Sound and sees his life's work. He
labored for 25 years as a farmer and a college
professor co buy this place. He has worked
for 20 years as a shellfish grower co keep it.
Scow Bay Oyster and Clam Farm is a
mom-and-pop operation in the truest sense.
Ralph and his wife Ann sell clams, oysters
and mussels to a few Washington restaurants
and a dedicated cadre of drop-in customers
who treat Ralph's shellfish like their own little secret. At 73, Ralph still digs the clams
himself. "Its like hunting for treasure," he
says. There's just one problem: Ralph Rush
just found out that half his treasure may
belong to someone else.
Last December, a federal judge ruled
that 16 Washington Indian tribes have the
right to half the shellfish harvested from the
beaches where their ancestors once dug
clams. The right was spelled out in treaties
signed in 1854 and 1855. The tribes in turn
ceded Puget Sound Basin to the U.S.,
reserving the right co hunt and fish for themselves.
Private beaches didn't exist in
Washington at the time the treaties were
signed. Today, about 3 million people live in
Puget Sound and 80 percent of its tidelands
are private property. The treaty tribes have
long contended that, while the mud may be
private, the clams that live in the mud are
not. It has never been a popular claim. For
years, tribal diggers caught on private land
were cited for trespassing. Some even heard
bullets whizzing over their heads.
In 1993, the tribes went co court, secure
in the knowledge chat recent court decisions
were on their side. In the 1970s, the same
tribes won the right to half the salmon harvest in a landmark case that has become an
inspiration to indigenous people all over the
world. That ruling, known as the Boldt decision, was based on treaty language chat
granted tribes the right of caking fish at all
usual and accustomed grounds and stations.
Twenty years later, lawyers had that same

tanks, storm drains chat carry
raw sewage during heavy
rains and industrial
discharges are all to blame. One
popular public shellfish bed
is contaminated by seal droppings.
The tribes would like co
use their legal muscle if possible to force the cleanup of
some contaminated beds.
That would mean more shellfish for everyone. "This is
really a water quality issue,"
says Carson Boysen of the
Northwest Indian Fisheries
Commission.
For property owners,
though, the issue is the Bill of
Rights, not the clams. They
vow co fight the ruling all the
way to the Supreme Court.
Landowners are also talking
. to Republicans in Congress
who are pushing legislation
that strengthens private property rights. "We're trying to
hook our little wagon to their

R

big

train,"

says Barbara

Lindsay, executive director of
United Property Owners of
Washington. "Clearly we canA federal judge says Ralph Rush has to share his shellfish.
not live with a ruling that
would allow public use of prilanguage in their hip pockets when they
vate property. Why should a few thousand of
went to court over clams.
us bear the burden of a treaty signet! by the
The shellfish ruling may prove tu be
United States government?"
another huge victory for the tribes. Federal
It's a burden that could drive Ralph
Judge Edward Rafeedie ruled that the tribes
Rush and his homespun clam and oyster
have a right co gather shellfish not only on
farm from Marrowstone Island. Ralph figprivate land, but also beneath commercial
ures if the tribes
oyster beds. Commercial shellfish growers
claim a $52 million industry is headed for
~i,ire1h.in,101.--cudc-.1t!"
ruin. Thousands of Washington landowners
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say their property rights are being thrown
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the water is too polluted. Leaky septic
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Backrrround:

In northeast Oregon's Wallowa County, anti-environmentalism
is the rage'.'r-he county has passed a so-called Catron County ordinance, which reclaims
federal lands for local control. In addition many people are angry with a federal judge who
ruled that logging tqo close to rivers in National Forests in the area has hurt local salmon
runs, which are on the endangered species list. Among the angriest is Boise Cascade
Corp., which closed two mills there last year. This Boise Cascade ad, which appeared in
the April 13, 1995 issue of the Wallowa County Chieftain, may be aimed at influencing legislation in Congress opening forests to salvage logging. The company would be one of the
bill's biggest beneficiaries.
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N essave:

The ad implies that logging in Northeast Oregon forests has been
good for salmon, and that Boise Cascade has helped salmon runs even more by building
a fish hatchery. The ad blames other causes for the salmon's decline.

The Facts:

Boise Cascade is right to suggest a host of causes have decimated
the salmon. But study after study bears proof that logging is high on the list, and especially
logging near the salmon-bearing streams in Northeast Oregon watersheds. The timber salvage bill in Congress would worsen stream conditions,
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Boise cascade
Norltieast Oregon Region

harvest half his shellfish, as spelled out in
the court ruling, he might not be able co
afford the taxes on his beachfront property.
The tribes maintain they don't intend
co put anybody out of business. "There's just
a lot of unfounded fear and hysteria being
generated here to try to subvert the law,"
says Ron Charles of the Port Gamble·
S'Klallam Tribe. "We're not going to rape
the resource," says another tribal leader.
Right now, though, no one knows exact-"
ly what will.happen. Judge Rafeedie has yet
to explain how his landmark ruling will be
implemented across Washington's 2,500
miles of tidelands. The judge has only given
one hint. He told the tribes they cannot cross
private property to reach the clams the
treaties promise them. They will have to
come in by boat, just as their ancestors did,
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Cap~ol[:]1ffl----------The Next 100 Days
Did you know?
• In the U.S., mining adversely affects
more than 12,000 miles of rivers and
streams and more than 180,000 acres
of lakes and reservoirs, according to
the U.S. Bureau of Mines (House
Natural Resources Committee).
• Taxpayers now spend $11 billion in federal subsidies to agriculture. The beef ·
industry receives the largest share of
subsidies; dairy receives the second
largest (National Milk Producers).
• Eating raw or undercooked sheTihsh can
be a high risk venture; Most shellfish··
are .harvested from estuarit>§.th~t may
be contaminated by untreated sewage
among other poTiutants;Clams and 09,sters filter 15 to. 20 g~1lo.Qs ,Qf wa~~r ptr · ·
day through their bodies, so they . · ·
become concentrat~d :storehouses of
bacteria, viruses a.n:d other,oxins:
'steamed clams at~ ustiallf not c'J'tik
long enough to Teach ttrnpetatures. n~c~
essary to assl.lre safety (Berkeley · · · · · ·
'Wellness lettert . .
..

•tuvestock.p
than hatof
purµ~ses··l'rf tn~,;

America).:

.

The House of Representatives is
finished voting on its Contract
With America, and environrnenst are distressed. One survey, by
the League of Conservation Voters,
examined votes on 10 key bills. The
League gave 61 of 73 freshman
Republicans the worst possible score of
zero out of a maximum of 100. All other Republicans scored an avernge of 10.
A group of conservative Democrats
scored on average 23, while remaining
Democrats averaged 77.

kids exposed to dangerous vandals who
go about their dirty business of intimidation in the name of the environment."
But school officials were al o concerned
about Smith's Wise Use friends who
organized an anti-ESA rally that would
have overrun the neighborhood with logging trucks at an hour when children
would be walking to school.

take a decade or more to complete.
Even then, industry would be able to
quash any regulation chat actually
makes it through the procedural gauntlet. Environmentalists are absolutely
horrified by HR 9, which awaits action
in the Senate.
T. kings: Sen. Bob

Dole, RKansas, has introduced S. 605,
Salvage Rider: On April 6, the
the "Omnibus Property Rights
Senate approved a rescissions
of 1995." The bill includes
package cutting $16 billion in
onerous "compensation" and "assessfederal spending. The package
ment" takings provisions. The bill is
Now action shifts co the Senate, where
included Sen. Slade Gorton's salvage
expected to follow a fast track in the
the next 100 days will be more critical
rider, which suspends all laws concernSenate. It would require taxpayers to
than the first. New anti-environmental
ing national forests nationwide, includpay for every federal agency action that
bills will be introduced, and existing
ing the ESA. A similar bill previously
diminishes the fair market value of the
bills will move toward final passage. passed in the House, While claiming co affected portion of the property by a
Here's a heads-up on what's coming:
deal only with timber that is diseased or third or more. A second provision creaffected by fire, theGorton amendment
ates a allows property owners to claim
dangered Species: Sen. Kay
could apply to every tree in the forest. It
"takings" in connection with federal
Bailey Hutchison, R-Texas,
also prevents normal administrative
wetlands or endangered species protecslipped a moratorium on listing
appeals. The two bills now go to confertions. Agencies would be forced to
species into a bill for paychoose either to pay to protect the
ing defense coses in Haiti, Bosnia .--------------------.
public health and safety, or to roll
and the Persian Gulf. Hutchison's
How to reach your senators (all numbers area code 202):
back such protections entirely.
amendment forbids the federal
Senator
Phone
Fax
government from spending monPublic Lands: The Senate has
Fronk Murkowski, R-AK
224-6665
224-5301
ey to add any new plants or anibegun work on rewriting
Ted Stevens, R-AK
224-3004
224-2354
mals co the list of protected
the National Forest
species as well as list any new critanagement
Act, a law that
Potty Murray, D-WA
224-2621
224-0238
ical habitat. It affects 119 plants
is
critical
in
timber
sale appeals
Slade Gorton, R-WA
224-3441
224-9393
chat spared old growth forests in
and animals considered close
224-3753
Mork Hatfield, R-OR
224-0276
the West. A key figure is Mark
enough to extinction to deserve
224-5244
228-3576
Bob Packwood, R-OR
Rey, a former timber industry
protection. The amendment also
lobbyist now working for the
includes a $1.5 million cut to the
226-6701
Barbaro Boxer, D-CA
224-3553
Senate
Committee on Energy and
Fish and Wildlife Service budget
228-3954
Diane Feinstein, 0-CA
224-3841
Natural Resources. Expect Rey to
which would essentially prohibit
Larry Craig, R-ID
224-2752
224-2573
do all he can to turn national
the agency from doing any
224-6152
Dirk Kempthome, R-ID
224-5893
research or preparation for listing
forests over to the timber industry.
Meanwhile,
Sen.
Frank
species. Says Sen. Harry Reid,
Murkowski, R-Alaska, is preD-Nevada, "We're treating the
ence committee. A number of senators
dicting that legislation to allow oil
Endangered Species Act the way we
are grumbling that the administration
development in the Arctic National
are child nutrition programs and aid to
did little to fight Gorton's rider.
Wildlife Refuge's 1.5 million acre
women and children. We're just rushCl an Water: On April 6, the House
coastal plain will pass the Senate by
ing through these things and not doing
passed a revised Clean Water Oct. 31. President Clinton opposes oil
a very good job. To bring up endanAct, H.R. 961. The bill awaits development in the refuge.
gered species in a bill on defense
nate
hearings
in
May.
spending, with no notice and no
The fun isn't limited to Capitol Hill.
Environmentalists are calling it a
debate, is just bad legislation." The
In Oregon, the GOP-dominated
"Dirty Water Acc." Introduced by Rep.
Senate passed the amendment 60-38.
Legislature is trying to rescue fishBud Schuster, R-Pennsylvania, it
killing Savage Rapids Dam. The state
Meanwhile, the House task force
abandons the longstanding goals of the
Water Resources Department wants it
reviewing the Endangered Species Act
Clean Water Act co restore all the
removed. The dam delivers water to
is barnstorming the country with hearnation's waters so that they are "fishings in New Orleans, San Antonio,
suburban lawns and hobby farms in
able and swirnmable." Committee
Riverside, Bakersfield, Stockton and,
Grants Pass in Southern Oregon while
hearings were dominated ·by industry
on April 24, Vancouver, Wash. The ESA
destroying about $5 million worth of
and agribusiness testimony. Schuster
salmon in the Rogue River each year.
task force is making a sham of public
invited these same groups to secret,
process by barring almost all environAnd in Juneau, the Legislature is conclosed-door sessions to craft loopholes
mentalists from participating in a highsidering paying bounties for killing
and exemptions. He sought no input
ly partisan attempt to portray broad
wolves. A Senate bill creates "harvest
from environmentalists, sustainable
public support for gutting the act.
incentive areas" and would pay private
farmers, or even the EPA.
hunters and trappers $200 bounties for
The Vancouver hearing was first schedR gulacory Reform: HR 9 will each wolf killed in these areas. Last
uled at a school for deaf children, but was
effectively end government
year, 1,583 Alaskan wolves were reportmoved to the Vancouver Red Lion Inn at
regulation of health, safety and ed killed, a 20-year record high. To drathe Quay after vandalism disrupted a
vironment. All rules would be
matically increase the kill with a bountimber industry gathering in nearby
subject to complex "risk assessment"
ty could threaten the long-term viabiliSkamania County. Says U.S. Rep. Linda
reviews and ocher hold ups that could ty of wolf populations.
Smith, R-Wash., "I wouldn't want my

DOLLARS
NON-SENSE

Milking the Taxpayer
I

This year, Congress will lnake deep cuts in government programs and spending. Wasteful subsidies, such
those for resource depleting industries like timber, irrigation, mining, and gr~zing, are coming under little scrutiny, even with
Rep. George Miller's Public Resources Deficit Reduction Act of 1995. Even less
is being said about dairy subsidies.
The beef and dairy indu1tries are the largest recipients of agriculture subsidies. Dairy assistance, now a fhadow of what it was ten years ago, still amounts to
300 to 400 million taxpayer dollars each year. The expenditures persist when federal belt tightening is causing painful cuts in important environmental programs
- such as cleanup of sites damaged by nuclear weapons production. The
Hanford cleanup budget alone is being sliced by $100 million, or roughly in half.
Dairy subsidies, which are to be included in the 1995 Farm Bill, are given in
the form of price supports. They guarantee farmers a minimum price for their
product. If the market price falls below the minimum, the government buys up
supplies, driving prices back up. The dairy farmer benefits according to numbers
of cows and the amount of milk produced. The winners have been the large
dairies even though subsidies were set up to help small farms and to assure an
adequate milk supply for the nation.
Not that there's a dairy shortage. There hasn't been one in decades. And
even with federal subsidies, the outlook for the small dairy is bleak because federal dairy assistance is neither balanced nor fair. The small dairy incurs higher
costs to produce each unit of milk, but gets a smaller subsidy than big farms.
And reform on behalf of the small dairy is not likely either. It is difficult to
weed out the large dairies because data on herds is surprisingly sparse.
For family dairies, the difference between having federal subsidies and no
subsidies is the difference between "barely hanging on the cliff, and just falling
off," says Alan Rosenfeld, a Ph.D. agriculture economist with Public Voice, a consumer group in Washington, D.C.
The 1990 farm bill largely weaned the dairy industry from the government
bottle. Now, with fewer control , milk is plentiful, the market robust and consumer prices higher than support prices. Even large dairies favor axing supports.
But should federal dairy subsidies be maintained to ensure the continuance
of the family farmer? Rosenfeld doesn't think so. He acknowledges the virtues of
protecting rural economies as well as preserving cultural aspects of family dairies.
But retaining federal subsidies under the pretense of helping family farmers is
"an irrational way to deal with dairy policy, and an irrational way to help family

ks

dairy farmers," he says. "Let the states handle
local dairy structure and rural issues. Then [you
· By Robin Klein
can] target those who really deserve the support
rather than those who don't."
•
But he is not optimistic. "The economics are too powerful. This society has
never had the guts to tackle this one head on."

T

he I• DA approved using synthetic bovine growth hormone BST last year to
increase milk production. Still, questions about environmental and economic
impacts, consumer safety, and animal rights persist. But these are not the questions one should ask first. Rather, do we really need more milk?
After all, there is no milk shortage. Furthermore, dairy is not the wonder food
group we were taught it was as children. On the contrary, doctors tell us to cut
back on butter, cheese and milk fat. We are told to further reduce cheese consumption because of its high sodium content. And pediatricians no longer insist
on dairy as the primary source of calcium for children.
If we don't need BST, why use it?
BST enthusiasts claim environmental benefits because fewer BST-creaced
cows are required to produce the same amount of milk as non-BST cows. Cows
ravage soils, water supply and quality; smaller herds mean less damage to the
environment." But will dairy farmers reduce the size of their herds accordingly?
Farmers may not be so eager; instead they might increase production by maintaining the same number of cows.
BST proponents tout milk from treated cows as entirely safe. And indeed,
there is no evidence that milk from BST·treated cows differs from milk produced
by untreated cows. Still, skepticism is warranted given America's record of discovering hazards years after a chemical additive was approved and labeled "safe."
Ochers, such as The New York Times' Jane Brody, worry about the future of
genetic bioengineering. If BST is rejectedafter nearly a decade of research,
Brody believes genetic bioengineering would be doomed. But one has to wonder
about the rationale for investing so much money in developing BST in the first
place. Research began over a decade ago, when huge dairy surpluses, bought up
with federal subsidies, created public outrage.
Wouldn't it make more sense to invest those dollars into research aimed at
developing a truly needed product - such as a bug hormone that can reduce hazardous pesticide use on food crops? Indeed.

Alaska's Rainforest:

Ou~ /!,a.st eha.nce to do (l,hln~s 'RL~ht
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or one thousand miles along Alaska's coast, between Ketchikan and Kodiak
Island, the Alaska Rainforest stands as the largest, wildest remaining temperate rainforest on earth. Lush, beautiful and remote, a forest of mist-shrouded
islands, rugged mountains, and uncountable rivers and streams. An abundance of
Alaskan brown bears, bald eagles, and millions of wild salmon. Communities sustained by the bounties of the rainforest, by commercial fishing, by tourism, by subsistence on the teeming fish and game. Twenty-two million acres of federal public lands
in the Tongass and Chugach national forests. This is what we seek to protect.

O

nly 11 % of the Alaska Rainforest has been clearcut, but nearly half of the best
timber stands - also the best wildlife habitat - are already gone. The rest is,
going fast. In Southeast Alaska, logging on public and private land has far exceeded
even the government's optimistic estimates of sustained yield for almost 15 years.
And Alaska's Congressional Delegation drunk on its new power, is already doing alJ
it can to pack the rest of the Alaska Rainforest into log ships headed to Asia.

r·---------------------------------------------------------------,

. YES, I want to help save the

Alaska Rainforest! Please put me on
your activist list and keep me
informed.
;\Jahte:

---~~~----~~~~~~~~~~----~

;Addtzess:

~ho11e /;/-ax:

W
S

hat unsustainable logging did to the Pacific orthwest, it will do to Alaska ...
Unless we do something now. Before it's too late.

ign up for the Alaska Rainforest Campaign activist list. We will keep you
informed, sending periodic updates about what ou can do. No membership dues
are requested. We don't want your money ... but we really need your help.
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SEND TO:

Alaska Rainforest Campaign
1016 West Sixth Ave., Suite 200
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
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The Alaska Rainforest Campaign is a program of the Alaska Conservation
Foundation and includes the Alaska Center for the Environment; American Rivers;
Natural Resources Defense Council; Sierra Club, Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund;
Southeast Alaska Conservation Council; and The Wilderness Society.•
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Two Citizens Make a
Difference in Battle with
Industry Heavyweight
B~ Paul Koberstein

T

wo years ago, biologist Mark
Powell quit his academic
research job at the University
of Connecticut and moved to
a cabin alongside the North
llmpqua River in Southwest Oregon. He
and his wife, Abbey Russo, also a biologist,
were enchanted by the North Urnpqua's
scenic canyons, wo;ld famous salmon and
steelheadand expansive ancient forests.
But they were shocked to find a massive industrial plant in this wilderness. The
upper river backs up behind eight dams.
Major sections flow through steel pipes,
open canals and wooden flumes, rather
than the river bed. And overhead, a tangle
of transmission lines twist dizzily through
the canyons.
Indeed,
for the last SO years
PacifiCorp, the largest private utility in the
West, has kept firm control over the North
Umpqua's water flows for the purpose of
selling cheap power to its consumers,
which now number 1.3 million in seven
western states. Fish, and the scenery, have
suffered. ''We were shocked, surprised and
dismayed by just the sheer magnitude of
how the river has been engineered for power," says Powell.
It didn't take Powell and Russo long to
decide to do something about it. And as
luck would have it, they found they arrived
at just the right time. PacifiCorp was
preparing papers for not only renewing its

federal license on the North Umpqua project, but for making it even bigger.
To compensate for the fish inevitably
displaced by the hydro projects, PacifiCorp
proposed to build a big hatchery. But first
the application must pass a review of its
economic and environmental impacts. This
opening provides the two biologists a oncein-a-lifetime chance co force changes to the
river in their backyard.
The government agency in charging of
relicensing, the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, won't rule until 1997 or 1998.
But Powell and Russo have already made
an important
difference. In January,
PacifiCorp dropped both the extra hydro
facilities and the hatchery in response, the
company said, to "environmental and economic concerns." This adds up to proof,
Powell says, that citizens can move major
corporations, if only slightly.
This is not to say that PacifiCorp has
answered all their questions. Nor has the
company made enough changes to satisfy
Powell, Russo and many others who love
the North Umpqua.

Y

ou have to drive deep into the
Umpqua National Forest to find the
North
Umpqua
Hydroelectric
Project. On the way you pass by
Steamboaters Inn, a landmark that bears
witness to one of the world's great fishing
holes, a place now treasured by Oregon

Gov. John Kitzhaber, a Democrat, and a
group of fishermen
known as the
Steamboaters for the fine steelhead to be
caught there. But soon enough you
encounter the concrete edifice of the lowermost project, Soda Springs Dam. It
serves a single purpose: generating power.
The salmon runs end at that spot. The
dam doesn't have fish ladders.
"This used to be the most beautiful
spot on the river," Powell laments.
As if to quell any uneasiness felt by
visitors toward the blockade, a sign near the
dam states that no salmon habitat is cue off
by the dam. This is plainly false, as any fish

"Ihls used to be the
most beautifulspot
on the river,"Mark
Powell laments.
biologist familiar with the river will point
out. The dam denies salmon access to at
least eight - and possibly 35 - miles of
habitat in the Umpqua National Forest,
according to biologists who work for the
Forest Service, a neutral party in the relicensing process.
Powell's theories about the origins of
industrialization in this wilderness are simple. When the old California-Oregon Power
Company (a predecessor to PacifiCorp)
began construction 50 years ago, salmon
were so abundant few people gave serious
thought to consequences of relatively small
hydroelectric projects - they hardly considered the impacts caused by the behe-

ich generate
more than
electricity. But
each small p
some measure of
misery for th
Today,
ns are on the ropes
everywhere
West, and the North
Umpqua basi s no exception. To Powell,
that suggests
PacifiCorp's
desire for
increased generation - and thus profits on the North Umpqua are all the mdn::
damning. "It is ugly, to say the least," he
says. "They have no interest whatsoever in
responsible relicensing."
Not so, says Ron Doan, a PacifiCorp
manager: "Our proposal strikes a balance
between providing low-cost renewable
power resources with enhancements to the
natural resources within the project and the
wild and scenic North Umpqua River
below."
But is "balance" achieved when fish
runs go extinct? "That's just absurd,"
Powell retorts.
owell became interested in the North
Umpqua relicensing from a notice in
the local newspaper. It described a
meeting to take place, and the native of
Eugene, Ore., showed up with keen interest. He also had questions, he says, that
made the company uncomfortable enough
to try to keep him from joining a citizens
involvement committee. "l was told at one
meeting to shut up," he says.
At the same time, he began making
friends with local fisherman. One, his next
door neighbor Frank Moore, was a founder
of the Steamboaters. Now in his 70s, Moore
was an adviser co former Oregon Gov. Tom
McCall. He's no radical environmentalist,
but no big fan of PacifiCorp, either.
"It's a precious gift of the Lord we
have here in the North Umpqua," he says.
"People pay thousands and thousands of
dollars to go places that are unspoiled and
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NORTH UMPQUA DIVERSION DEVELOPMENT
View Looking East

Mark Powell talks strategy.
figure 2-1 Project Configuration

wonderful. Here you have one here and
they screw it up."
Still, with some common ense, Joore
thinks the river can be saved. '' 'ome of the
stream is completely devoid of water. I see
thousands of little fish die every year. That
to me is reprehensible. They can still utilize the water resource and nor do as much
damage as they've been doing. '
Though hidden in the river's headwaters, the hydro project's environmental
effects are not benign. The project is
thought to have contributed to the nearextinction of coho salmon as well as sea-run
cutthroat trout, a close cousin to the steelhead that made the river a world-famous
fishing hole. As for the sreelhead, their
numbers are depressed from the early
1900s, when western novelist Zane Grey
used to cast flies on its water . And in the
last 10 years, the steelhead have declined
by two-thirds.
The Stearnboaters asked Powell to
review
PacifiCorp's
fish
studies.
Collaborating with Russo, they found a host
of problems and two major omissions: a failure to account for both ma sive algae blooms
and high pH numbers. The algae blooms are
thick below the reservoirs and turbines. The
algae harms fish because it consumes oxygen that fish need. As for pH, it can be as
high as 8.8 in the late afternoon; not toxic for
salmon, but not favorable, either. And the
fluctuation in pH seen in the
orth
Llrnpqua further stresses fish, Powell says.
Then there is the manner by which
PacifiCorp operates the reservoirs. On any
given day, the water level behind Soda
Springs Dam can drop 4 feet. 1'his drop create a giant surge of ele triciry for meeting
peak demand, sav, on a hot summer afternoon when office worker· cum up the air
condinoner ernngs ro high. Overnight, the
water level build back up behind the dam,
gening it ready for the next day's surge.
This may be tre sful on the ecosystern. but if PacifiCorp gets its way, the
ere will increase. Future plans call for
dropping reservoir as much as 16 feer in a
ingle day, creating an even greater
momentary surge of power. Bur for the fish
living downstream
from the reservoir,
PacifiCorp says the surges won't be noticed.
Powell and the Steamboarers, however,
counter by noting surges can increase ero-

sion in the river basin, and erosion harms
fish habitat.
PacifiCorp, admitting that its studies
may have had some holes, hired an Oregon
State University professor of biology, Stan
Gregory, to review Powell's work.
But people living downstream
in
Roseburg, ome 60 miles to the west, have

The North Umpqua in a tube.

already validated at least some of Powell's
findings. In newspaper articles last summer, many wondered why the water sometimes tastes funny. The Roseburg NewsReview reported that the algae release an oil
that adds a distinctive odor and taste,
although it isn't harmful to humans.

owcll and Russo may also have a
hearing before state of Oregon agencies, which have a say under state law
in hydro license renewals. This apparently
is too much for PacifiCorp, which is trying
to dance around Oregon law by asking the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to
effectively nullify it.
PacifiCorp has reason to be nervous, as
is evident in a recent U.S. Supreme Court
decision.The court upheld states' authority
to impose operating conditions on dams as
necessary to enforce state water-quality
standards. In 1992, Oregon used that
authority to kill the Salt Caves hydro project
on the Klamath River because of its potential harm to rainbow trout.
Unfortunately for PacifiCorp, its dams
are coming up for review at a time when
hydro has never been less popular, at least
in this region, as a source of power.
Government agencies and environmental
groups are calling on utilities to consider
removing their dams. In 1994, the Oregon
Natural Resources Council said 15 dams in
that state should be taken out, while groups
in Washington are calling for the removal of
two dams on the Elwha River on the
Olympic Peninsula and PacifiCorp's Condit
Dam on the White Salmon River in the
Columbia Gorge.
In all, some 200 private dams await relicensing in the Northwest - 53 of them
owned by PacifiCorp. Still, the salmon crisis
probably has to get a lot worse before any of
these dams are actually removed. If the
North Umpqua is a good case for removing
dams, an even better case can be made in
the. Elwha, where dams block runs of
salmon that historically produced I 00pound fish. One of the two private dams on
the Elwha doesn't even have a license to
operate. Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt
has supported the dams' demolition as "an
enormous opportunity" for a precedent-setting restoration of salmon runs.
With Republicans
in control of
Congress, though, there's doubt any federal
money will be spent on dam removal. This
fact disheartens Powell, though not complerely "I feel that I've made a difference," he says. "I helped push the situation
so chat rwo dam were dropped." •
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Covera!J----------------------------------------------that specifically prohibit roads in these
wild sanctuaries. Streams that support
some of Southeast Alaska's richest
salmon runs will be devastated. Cover
for deer and bear, already heavily fragmented by logging, will be destroyed.
And Southeast Alaska's timber
industry, kept alive for decades by a
huge federal subsidy, will have a new
source of raw material for its one surviving pulp mill in Ketchikan and a nowclosed sawmill at Wrangell.
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rank Wright Jr. doesn't have to
leave his small coastal village
in Southeast Alaska to view
the logging that is destroying his people's hunting grounds. Each time he
looks west across Port Frederick, the
president of the Hoonah Tlingit and
Haida Community Council sees fresh
clearcuts that march ever closer.
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Already, the 'arive-owned Sealaska Corporation has logged
the hills on the far side of the watershed. Now Huna Totem Corp.,
another Native enterprise, is planning to cut the entire hillside facing I loonah, erasing the nearby forest where villagers hunt for the
deer that provide the major source of meat in their diet.
Beyond Port Frederick, Wright says, Sealaska has cut its way
across the northern end of Chichagof Island almost all the way to
Lisianski Inlet and its beautiful watershed, now protected as a roadless area by Congress and the l 1.S. Forest Service.
"If that is gone, we don 'c know where we'll go," Wright says.
"We're literally surrounded by logging. We can see what has happened; the effects are right before our eyes."
l\leanwhile, up the coast in Prince William Sound, the tiny
Eyak tribe is fighting a last-ditch battle of its own to stop imminent
logging of its traditional hunting and fishing areas by another
.ative-owned corporation and its subsidiaries, which include timber industry giant Rayonier Inc.
But if it hegs comprehension that Native loggers would destroy
their own traditional lands, there's more: A bill introduced last year
by Sen. Frank Murkowski, R-Alaska, could extend logging into
many protected places that sustain traditional ways oflifc in
Southeast Alaska, including the Lisianski watershed.
Murkowski describes his bill as an effort to settle long-simmering arive land claims in Southeast Alaska. But in fact, critics say,
the bill uses Alaska Natives as pawns in a game orchestrated by
Alaska timber interests and their powerful friends in Congress.
"The Senator's motives are thinly veiled attempts to placate an
aggressive timber industry lobby, which apparently had more to do
with the drafting of this legislation than the natives themselves,"
David Beebe, the mayor of the village of Kupreanof, wrote to
Alaska Gov. Tony Knowles, a Democrat, in January.
If \I urkowski has his way, 645,000 acres of the 'Iongass
National Forest now set aside for recreation, subsistence hunting
and fishing and food-gathering will be opened to logging. Where
necessary, roads will be punched through rugged Alaska wilderness
areas and national parks to get access to the timber, overriding laws

he 17-million-acre Tongass
National Forest is a national
treasure. It stretches in a graceful 500-mile arc from Glacier Bay in the
north to Ketchikan near Alaska's southern tip. On its islands and along its
inlets grows a rare rainforest of Sitka
spruce, western hemlock and Alaska
yellow cedar. Only one-third of the
Tongass is forested, and about l million
acres of that forest is now protected,
including the largest relatively intact
rainforest reserve remaining in any of
the world's temperate zones. Ir is home
to black and grizzly bear and deer, co
coho, sockeye and chinook salmon. Sea
kayakers and mountain climbers from all
over the world are drawn to its watery
wilderness. Commercial fishermen harvest its abundant salmon. And 'Ibngass'
natural bounty still provides its indigenous inhabitants, the Tlingit and Haida
people, with a subsistence way of life.
Bur for decades, the U.S. government has treated the Tongass more like
a timber colony than a treasure. Longterm federal contracts with two pulp
companies, approved by Congress in the
1950s, resulted in virtual give-aways of
federal timber, destructive logging practices and widespread government waste.
The contracts guaranteed Ketchikan
Pulp Co. and Alaska Pulp Corp. monopolies on timber from the Tongass for SO
years (at rates as low as $2 for huge, 400year-old trees) in exchange for their
agreement to build pulp mills in
Ketchikan and Sitka. The Forest
Service, under pressure to supply the
timber, presided over the destruction of
the Tongass' most productive forests.
Then, in 1971 the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act awarded $1 billion and 44 million acres of federal land
co Alaska atives and provided for creation of Native corporations to receive
and manage the fund and land.
Thirteen regional corporations and a
number of village corporations were
established, from rainy Juneau in
Southeast to ice-bound Barrow on the
Arctic Ocean, to exploit the oil, timber
and other natural resources transferred to
native shareholders' control.'
But natives in Haines, Tenakee,
Wrangell, Petersburg and Ketchikan now
claim they were left "landless" in 1971
because they failed co qualify as Native
villages under the terms of the settlement act. l lowcver, as many experts
point out, Natives in the five villages
were not really left "landless;" they were
still eligible co be shareholders in
Sealaska, the regional corporation representing Southeast Alaska.
Nonetheless, last December, during
the final days of the I 03rd Congress,

Dora Lake. Native Corporation Land.
Prince of Wales Island. Southeast Alaska.

Murkowski took up the
cause of the Natives in
the five villages when he
introduced the Alaska
Landless atives Act,
ostensibly to resolve lingering land claims.
Murkowski's bill would
create five new village
corporations. His bill also
would more than double the 550,000
acres now controlled by Native corporations in Southeast Alaska. The bill was
drafted in close consultation with
Sealaska and other timber interests, who
stand to gain a major new source of timber if the bill goes through, and without
involvement by ocher interest groups.
The lands that would be available
for acquisition are popular, heavily used
areas the Forest Service set aside in 1979
for roadless recreation, fishing, hunting
and traditional native uses. Moreover, in
the 1990 Tongass Timber Reform Act,
Congress gave I million of those roadless
acres permanent protection - or so it
thought at the time.
The Murkowski bill would cut areas
protected by the reform law, "gutting the
Act and the balanced solution it represented," says Buck Lindekugel of the
Southeast Alaska Conservation Council.
And some indigenous people themselves, like Frank Wright Jr., arc among
the Murkowski bill's harshest critics.
Both of Alaska's GOP senators,
Murkowski and Ted Stevens voted for
the 1990 reform act, which passed overwhelmingly with broad support in
Southeast Alaska. But now, the collective
gavels of Alaska's potent all-Republican
congressional delegation arc poised to
hammer out a better deal for the timber
industry. Observers wonder whether the
Alaska rainforest, or any other part of
America's natural legacy, will survive
their frontal attack on the environment.
urkowski is expected to reintroduce the bill later this spring,
but an aide said the senator is
waiting to hear from the public before
he makes a final decision on what form
the new bill will cake. In fact, though,
the public has already spoken. Since its
introduction, the act has come under
attack either directly or indirectly from
every corner except the timber industry:
• A/(lska fishennm, who fear the
impact on some of the state's most productive salmon runs. The Ketchikan
Trollers Committee warned Murkowski
in a Feb. 8 letter: "It is absolutely clear
that opening another 600,000 acres in
Southeast Alaska for large scale logging
operations could be devastating co many,
many salmon runs, especially the coho
stocks chat have become the backbone
of the troll industry."
• Several small J\laskt1 ro1111111111ities,
including Pelican, Tenakee Springs,
Kupreanof and remote Gustavus, near
spectacular Glacier Bay, where leaders
fear that ugly new clcarcuts will ravage
salmon streams and discourage visitors
seeking a wilderness experience.
• Emnromnentalists, who call the
bill a raid on the public lands that will
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further fragment the ecosys m and close
public access to large parts Qf the Tongass.
• And, most significantl traditional
.
'
Southeast Alaska Natives,
wh fear more logging will spell the end of their subsistence
economy as the last best hunting grounds
fall to the chainsaw.
The Alaska Native Brotherhood,
Alaska Native Sisterhood and Hoonah
Tlingit have all called for reduced logging
on all lands, as have tribal governments.
Throughout Southeast Alaska, small communities also oppose the bill, warning char
it would wreak havoc on their tourism- and
fishing-based economies. "Being situated
at the mouth of Glacier Bay, much of our
industry is commercial fishing and tourism
dependent," said the Gusta us
Community Association in a Jan. 23 letter
to Murkowski.
Even Alaska Natives living in
Ketchikan, who stand to profit if the bill
becomes law, have said, in effect, "not in
my backyard" because
of the pocenrial socioeconomic impact and
have urged the Alaska
delegation to protect
lands near Ketchikan.
Added Mayor
Beebe, in a letter to
Gov. Knowles: "The
ramifications of this
bill, if enacted, would
raise a host of divisive
issues, threatening the communities of
Southeast Alaska. The impacts span the
spectrum of life in our region, from commercial fishing to subsistence, and from
fragile cultural relations to sustainable economic policy of Southeast."

At a meeting of the H una Totem
Corp. to discuss its logging plans, Frank
Wright Jr. confronted the corporation
shareholders who are his neighbors. "I
asked, "Do you have any idea what effect
this will have on Hoonah?' The simplest
answer they had was, "We are a profitmaking organization. lt doesn't matter."
Although forests left around Hoonah
are worth more to the people randing
than cut down, Wright said his village
council's message carrie lirrle weight with
the 16,000 shareholder in ealaska,
"We're getting de troyed by the same
in ritutions that are uppo ed to help u .''
The destructive legacy of logging by
Native corporations i a ensitive is ue for
1 .arive
and non-native alike. nciJ
recently. traditional Native had n t poken out publicly about the consequence
of that logging. Alaska environmencali ·c.
bave been reluctant to take on the corporations over their environmental record.
Murkowski's bill has
brought the issue out
into the open.
"The corporations
talk the talk about the
subsistence life, then
they cut the forest
down to the stub," say
Lindekugel.
The root problem,
he ays, is chat the 1971
ative Claims
ettlement Act de rroyed indigenous people's traditional, sustainable relationship
with the land. ative corporations had no
real-world knowledge of how to manage a
business, yet they were obligated to produce profits for shareholders. Sealaska did
not realize for years that it was cutting its
omplicating the problem i the
timber at a wildly unsustainable rate.
plain fact that logging by ative
"They gor some bad advice, white man's
corporations is the most destructive
advice," Lindekugel said.
logging in Southeast Alaska. Exempt from
When the bottom fell out of the
federal environmental standards and only
export market, he said, ative corporaloosely regulated by the state, it is driven
tions sold timber at a loss just to make
by one goal - maximizing profits to sharepayments on their debts.
holders. After the corporations were creatConflicts between ative cuJcural values and the almighty dollar also underlies
ed in 1971, Sealaska and 10 ative corporations set about liquidating the timber
the anti-logging campaign being waged by
and exporting most of it in the form of
the Eyak people of Cordova, Alaska. They
whole logs to Japan. Now, a quarter-centuhave organized as the Eyak Rainforest
ry lacer, most of that rich resource is gone.
Protection Fund to fight plans by the
Much of it was sold at a loss.
Eyak Village Corporation, the Chugach
The legacy of liquidation i e idem
Regional Corporation, and three logging
on the road that runs south aero Prince of companies to begin massive clearcutting of
Wales Island, where no sign marks the
their traditional fore t home.
boundary between the Tongass ational
arive corporation got one million
Forest and land owned by arive corporaforested acres in Prince William Sound as a
tions. But demarcation is clear enough. On result of the 1 ative Claims etrlement
federal lands in the Tongass logger have
Act. "The people were changed from
carved a patchwork of clearcuts. On ative ancestral stewards of the land into corpolands, there are no patchwork pattern .
rate shareholders," aid Dune Lankard, an
From ridgeline to highway, for more than 2 Eyak tribal member, in an open letter
miles near the island's midpoint, virtually
seeking money to continue the fight. "Our
every tree is gone.
Eyak tribe was forced co integrate into the
Native logging has devastated creams Eyak corporation or be left out of the land
and destroyed forest cover for game.
claims altogether, The en -uing corporate
Logging roads have opened once-wild land structure has terribl changed the way trato wildlife poaching. Tlingit Indians, who
ditional people manage their land. The
depend on these forests for food, are now
corporation's pach ha. been one of desrrucrising in opposition to logging that would
tion, not protection or pre ervarion."
force them to travel much further from
The logging plan , ·ere pur on hold in
their villages co hunt and gather food.
I 99-t, after the Evak Corporation, the
ln January, the city of Hoonah joined
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Tru 'tee Council
the Hoonah Tlingit in opposing "any and
and the Forest Service agreed to try to
all logging in and around the entire Port
work out a comprehensive forest protecFrederick drainage area" because of ics
tion plan for 70,000 acres in the sound. Rm
importance as a nearby cultural and hisnegotiations that would have dedicated
toric resource site.
$3.45 million of oil spill restoration money

The corporationstalk the

talk about subsistencelife.
then they cut the forest
downto the stub.
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to buying back timber cutting rights from
the Native corporations stalled, and the
moratorium expired in March. Lankard
has gone to court in a desperate, last-ditch
effort to stop the logging; meanwhile, the
Eyak Corp. has begun carving logging
roads.into 15,000 acres of traditional Eyak
land north of Cordova.

T

imber industry greed is what's
really behind the Landless
Natives bill, critics contend. Sadly,
the landless natives "are being used as
pawns of the Alaska delegation to benefit
their industry friends," says Lindekugel.
Adding weight to these allegations is a
memo from Robert Willard, chairman of
the Landless Natives association, to a dissident tribal member. It was written last
July, while language in the bill was being
hammered out behind closed doors by
Murkowski's staff. In it, Willard said the
timber industry's hunger for Tongass trees
was driving the Landless Natives bill in
the same way the petroleum industry's lust
for Arctic oil drove the 1971 Native Claims
Settlement Act. "Without the press for
timber, the prospects for a bill at all are
likely very dim," Willard wrote.
One entrepreneur who is clearly
counting on Murkowski's bill is Joseph R.
Henri of Anchorage. Henri wants to purchase and reopen the Wrangell sawmill,
but believes the investment will not be
feasible without congressional action.
The Murkowski bill probably will
specify that the timber cut by the corporations must be milled in Southeast Alaska,
although Native corporations could make a
bigger profit by exporting raw logs to
Japan. [n last year's negotiations, there was
discussion of granting the new corporations more land if they agreed to such a
provision. But Robert Willard says the reason his group supports the domestic
milling provision is that it will create jobs
and revenue for Native people.
"The greatest dividend is not the dividend check," Willard said. "It's the economic development and opportunity for
our children."

Possibly stung by critics within his
own community, Willard said his group
will meet with environmentalists, the
Forest Service and other Alaska atives
before drafting its own revised bill, and
will not support acquiring land in areas
already heavily impacted by logging.

T

he newfound political muscle of
the Alaska congressional delegation poses other threats to the
rainforest. Last year Sen. Stevens inserted
language in a Forest Service appropriations
bill exempting the Tongass and Chugach
national forests from strict fish protection
rules known as the PACfish standards.
However, a House-Senate conference
committee did ask the Forest Service to
study the adequacy of its fish-protection

initially was suppressed by Forest Service
officials in Alaska. It identified nine
species as potentially at risk from logging,
including bears, mountain goats, river
otters, the Queen Charlotte goshawk and
the Alexander Archipelago wolf, and called
for establishing a system of habitat conservation areas up to 40,000 acres in size to
protect sensitive species. An outside scientific review panel said even more land
should be set aside.
ln March, Stevens introduced a measure slapping a one-year moratorium on
any federal agency action that "restricts
recreational, subsistence or commercial
use of any land under the control of a federal agency." The measure, which would
prohibit the Forest Service from adopting
the new wildlife plan, passed both the
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Grizzly bear goes fishing in the Tongass.

standards. The still-unreleased study,
obtained by Cascadia Times, calls for significant new steps to preserve Alaska's
abundant salmon runs. (See sidebar)
Stevens failed in 1994 but may succeed this year in preventing the Forest
Service from implementing a far-reaching
new wildlife protection plan on the
Tongass, The "viable populations" study,
developed by state and federal biologists,

Senate and House as part of a $17 billion
package of budget cuts. At press time, it
awaited action in a joint House-Senate
conference committee.
The irony of these heavy-handed tactics is that they come just as the timber
industry in Southeast Alaska is realizing its
free ride is over. Many people believe the
industry's future lies with small entrepreneurs. Last year the Forest Service can-

celled its longterm contract
with Alaska Pulp Corp.
after the Japanese-owned
company closed its Sitka
pulp mill. That leaves
Ketchikan Pulp as the sole
pulp processor in the
Tongass.
Breaking Ketchikan's
longterm contract and its
monopoly position - a step
endorsed by the U.S.
House of Representatives in 1990 and still
advocated by several Native and environmental groups - would be good for the
federal treasury. That much was evident
at five Forest Service auctions last fall.
Timber that previously would have gone
to Alaska Pulp drew bids ranging from
double to more than 25 times the Forest
Service appraised value. In all, independent operators paid $9. l million for timber
the Forest Service valued at $1.3 million,
according to the Anchorage Daily News.
But Alaska's congressional delegation
- Stevens, Murkowski and Rep. Don
Young, chairman of the House Resources
Committee - won't stand for cancellation
of Ketchikan Pulp's contract. All have a
long record of doing the timber industry's
bidding.
How the views of Alaska Natives will
figure in the coming debate over the
future of the Alaska rainforest is not yet
clear. What is clear is the urgency of their
message. "It is time," said the government
of Kake, on heavily logged Kuiu Island, in
an August 1993 resolution, "to replace the
exclusive SO-year timber contracts
between private timber companies and the
U.S. Forest Service with a new 'contract'
- a new Tongass plan - that embodies
the public stewardship responsibilities of
the Forest Service and upholds the public
trust." •

Finger Mountain and the Finger
River Estuary. Hoonah Sound.
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Cascadia Calendar

Wind Power

The Price is Right, if You Can Find It

Confe,ences

By Paul Koberstein

The 17th Annual Desert Conference kicks off April 27-30 with hikes,
speakers and lots of fun ar the Malheur Field Station south of Burns, Ore.
A featured panel discussion will focus on Wilderness, Wise llse and
Grazing Reform, and will include former BLM director Jim Baca.
Sponsored by the Oregon High Desert Association. For more informa
call 503-385-5614.

Fund Iaisats
Larry Tutrle, director of the Cent~t forEnvirontnenJa!aE'quicyiii.P~ril~nd,
begins a 1,872 mile walk on M;iy JO to draw attention t0 abuse of po ' · ·'
lands and bring reform to the 1872General Mining Law. The walk be
?.t the Oregon State Capitol in Salem and ends in Denver. For more in(Cl,?
mation, call 503-221-.1683.
·
··'·
Walk the Wild Side: On April I, Betsy Castle of Seattle and friends began
a 6,000-mile walk across the United States tO save wild salmon, ending in
Delaware. Their goal: raise $250,000 for five regional organizations working t0 save the salmon through habitat restoration and educational effor ·
They intend to meet with groups along the way, tell the story of the
salmon, raise money and awareness. For more information, or co ma,
pledge, cal I 206-322-1241.

Pub li c H e aT i nq s . . .
The congressional Endangered SpeciesCToaire F:otce'.wil
'
hearing in the Northwest op.April 24 at:the{Rej,.,pi>!rfnn
the Qua
Vancouver, Wash .. The task. force is dev¢loping reforms co the
. :•
Endangered S~cies Act. but so far Ii.a'} listened'abt10st solely to people' '
opposed to the act. Fer.more irj(orniation, cont3:5?f,£he Greater Ecosystem
Alliance, 360-671-995(), the Endangered Species'Acr Coalition of
Washington, 206-7204928 (evenings) or the Na(it:,1)al Wildlife Federation,
503-222-1429. ...

~:~,

The ll.S. Department ofEiwgy at Hanford, W,~fr. is planning the
removal of spent nuclear fuef from ,s~r;i~e basirts/ 'ear the Columbia
River. One basin may be leaking:i'1htf(riel'i •··
damaged and conti
ues to deteriorate. The DOE will take oral'an
hearings: on April 25 in Portland's Red Lion/Down
,
and on April 27 at the Seattle Center Olympic Room, 36
more information, call the DOE at 800-321-2008.

f Hhibits
Orio, a Portland-based environmental group, is presenting The Last Lo
an exhibition of environmental cartoons, at the Art Gym at Marylhurst
College, through May 20. The Art Gym is on the third floor of the B.
John Administration ,~uilding on ~he-~ni.
·
Oswego op Qregop 13;. tO!}lj,ore.j

B a l l o··t ·+M;e

-

,~s' , ~
..

.

The Portland Metropolitan Area is holding an election by mail on
Measure 26~26; a $135.6 million bond measure to protect open space,
parks and streams. Batlots
vvHl pc:: sent out the last week in April and a
r,
·:,,ik,:·, \:- .. c-~"
due back by May 16. I he rneasure:'targ~ts almost 6,000 acres of open
spaces for _µurchas:, and contains money;(9('<19ii'.truction of regional trails.
For more information, contact Yes on 26-26 ar503-2:
78.
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The Oregon Conservation
a
public interest groups, will rally on the. ~ter,s:.of..,the rate Capitol on April
24 to protest anti-environmental legislation"Working its way through the
current session. For more information on Legislative Action and Rally
Day, or on specific pieces of legislation, contact the network at 503-23
4181, ext. 311.
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•Publicize your euent in (ascadia Times. Send information to (ascadia Calendar 25-6 NW 23rd
Portland OR m10. Deadline for submissions is the 10th of each month.

Wind power may be even cheaper
than that, if you figure in the 1.5 cenr
per kilowatt-hour production tax credits
granted by the Bush administration,
says Roby Roberts, Kenerech's manager
of governmental and regulatory affairs.
Kenerech plans to build about 110
wind turbines in the Goldendale,
Wash., area, located at the east end of
the windy Columbia
River Gorge
National Scenic Area, and another 200
in Wyoming. The Bonneville
Power
Administration,
Portland
General
Electric, Puget Sound Power & Light
and PacifiCorp are partners in other
wind power ventures. But these projects may die on the vine if the BPA
cuts spending on renewables in the
face of a budget crisis. Roberts says chi
is short-sighted.
"Our society has a responsibility
to
create a diverse portfolio - not putting
all eggs in one basket," Roberts says.
"The rush to gas is
better
than
ome
options, but there was
also a rush to nuclear
and then to hydro at
one time."
Kenetech is promoting the idea introduced at the beginning of this article allowing
individual
consumers to choose
their
own
energy
source, also known as
"retail
wheeling."
The idea is that without innovative
marketing strategies, new
technologies often go
nowhere.
Like every other
energy resource, there
is an environmental
downside to wind.
For one, some people think wind turbines are unsightly, and they may be
especially out of place in the Gorge.
nd wind turbines kill birds. In the
Altamont Pass area ea t of Oakland,
ome 7,000 windmills kill on average
250 eagles a year, according to the
ational Audubon Society.
Roberts says Kenetech is experimenting with ultraviolet colors and patterns that will warn birds of danger.
"We're going tO do everything we can
not to hurt a bird," he says.
The cost of making wind turbines
bird-friendly will be included in the
price of electricity sold from the turbines. That cost will be tiny compared
tO the environmental
costs associated
with coal, where estimates of pollution
costs start at I cents to 3 cents per kilowatt-hour and range upward, and hydro,
where the cost can be as much as the
elimination of an entire run of salmon.

Our society has a
responsibility to create a
diverse portfolio- not
putting all eggs in one
basket. The rush to gas
is betterthan some
options.but there was
also a rush to nuclear
and then to hydroat
one time.
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ry this with the people at your
electric company. Call chem up
and tell them what type of power you want.
Your choices could be hydro power,
coal, nuclear, natural gas, solar or wind,
or a combination.
After you make a selection, the
electric company in turn would sell you
only energy that you like. Some energy
experts
believe
this
free-market
approach will enhance the development
of environmentally
friendly renewable
sources of energy. But don't expect to
see it any time soon.
Consumers
simply do not have
direct influence
over energy choices.
Instead, the utilities use energy sources
they like. And these da s, the utilities
like big power plants that burn fossil
fuels, Consumers, on the other hand, are
increasingly interested in renewables
such as wind and solar. In utility boardrooms, however, renewables are getting short
shrift.
Nonetheless,
renewable energy is on
the verge of breaking
through. The technology just keeps getting
better. For example,
the economics of photovoltaic energy may soon
get
a boost
from
researchers in Australia.
Their design for PV
cells can reduce the
cost of solar electricity
80 percent, "to levels
competitive with conventional power production," Time Magazine
reported Nov. 7, 1994.
And in California's
Mojave Desert, the San
Francisco-based Pacific
Gas and Electric is using mirrors to
focus sunlight and heat liquids moving
through pipes in long troughs. This
produces solar power at a price that's little more than double the cost of coal
power.
Meanwhile, Kenetech Windpower,
the leading domestic wind turbine supplier, is capitalizing on Japanese
advances in power electronics that make
the wind useful even when it isn't blowing very hard. Before, wind turbines
were effective·
at wind velocities
between 20 and SO mph, but now they
produce power at velocities of 15 to 70
mph. In addition, newer materials are
lighter and cheaper to produce.
For these and other reasons, the
cost of wind power is dropping dramatically. In 1980, wind power cost 25
cents per kilowatt-hour;
in 1990, 5
cents and today about 3.5 cents, says
Rachel Shimshak, project director at
Renewables
Northwest, a Portland
group.
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early-age emphysema.
Bad air is normally filtered by the lungs or swallowed after being trapped in mucus linings of the nose
and throat.
But people who exercise intensely - especially
hard-core runners and cyclists whose oxygen uptake is
the greatest - breathe about 10 times as much air as
others. Customarily, this is considered an indicator of
excellent fitness, but when the air is toxic it means these
people are breathing a lot more dirty air than others.
Repeated ozone exposure kills delicate lung cells,
which are then, over time, replaced by thicker ones.
Ultimately, this makes air passage more difficult.
Another health concern for runners and bikers is
chemicals spilled on roadways. Although most toxic
spills warrant immediate emergency cleanups, clandestine or inadvertent spills typically go unnoticed, or worse
yet, ignored. Except, that is, co peds and wheelers who
pick up the potentially toxic gunk up the soles of their
shoes or on bike tires, or who unwittingly breathe the
fumes as they run or roll over it.
Still, despite evidence that inactive people are safer,
it doesn't necessarily mean they are healthier. In fact,
study after study shows that people who exercise in or
outdoors are still, overall, healthier than people who
don't exercise at all.
Furthermore; by using public transport, commuting
by bike, and getting involved with activist groups working to reduce auto use in
and around city neighborhoods, fans of exercise can
help lower their risks.
They can also take
precautions. Schedule
exercise around peak pollution or UV exposure
times: Avoid peak traffic
hours (around 8 a.m. and
again around 5 p.m.). Avoid
routes that involve numerous intersections. Avoid
peak hours of sunlight (1 I
a.m. to 3 p.m.) and wear
protective clothing and eye wear. Call the state air quality department or the EPA for the current pollution
index update. If levels are high, work out indoors.

WOrklNG
is
HAZARDOUS to Your Health

By Jo Ostgarden

N

ow we're not saying don't exercise. But here's
something profoundly ironic to ponder:
Inactive people - lounge lizards, as we like to
call them - may actually be safer than those who exercise outdoors.
The reason: A degraded environment and the fact
that people who exercise outdoors obviously have a
greater level of exposure to its harsh conditions.
Air pollution and ultraviolet (UV) radiation are the
two biggest concerns of fitness enthusiasts. Researchers
say that both environmental conditions can lead to cell
oxidation in the body. Oxidized cells can lead to DNA
damage as well as compromised immunity. This is
thought to be one of the prime ways cancer develops in
the body.
Depleted atmospheric ozone is especially disconcerting to outdoor athletes. Recent data shows that the
recurrent ozone hole in the stratosphere over Antarctica,
where ozone levels have been reduced by as much as 60
percent, is expanding. The result is that more UV radiation than ever is reaching the earth.
Prolonged and/or intermittent overexposure to UV
radiation is the leading cause of skin cancers.
No matter the sport or fitness routine, no matter
where they work out or play, all active outdoor people
are at risk.
Despite the resounding warnings of experts, more
than 6,000 people die each year from a variety of skin
cancers. The number of melanoma cases, a particularly
virulent skin cancer, has nearly doubled since 1980.
Annually, an estimated 700,000 Americans get skin cancer, according to the Arizona Cancer Center, making it
the most common form of cancer in the United States.
UV (adiation also threatens eyes. Studies show a link
between cataracts and sun exposure. The only possible
way to lower the risk of eye damage is to wear sunglasses
with ultraviolet inhibitors in the lenses. Dark lenses

alone won't do the job. Nor will cloudy skies, a fact
overlooked by many outdoor exercisers in the Pacific
Northwest who reserve sunglasses for sunny days only.
The immune system is yet another possible target
of UV radiation. Research suggests UV radiation impairs
immune response, possibly decreasing host immunity
against infectious diseases. Athletes who work out during peak sunlight hours may find themselves battling
herpes simplex, which has been linked to overexposure
to the sun.
he combined health risk of outdoor exercise and
lJV radiation is compounded when urban air pollution is added to the mix. On sunny days - which
also happens to be when more people than ever go outdoors to exercise - automobile exhaust mixes with heat
to create ozone (ozone pollution is not the same as atmospheric ozone). According to Environmental Protection
Agency standards, the air is considered unhealthy when
ozone levels hits 0.125 part per million (ppm).
But a 1988 New York University study of 30 otherwise healthy adults noted lung capacity decreased after
only one half hour period of exercise at ozone levels
considerably lower than the federal high-level mark.
Outdoor athletes will notice the effects of ozone
pollution most when their activities take them near busy
main roads, whether they are on bike or jogging lanes or
in a roadside park. Coughing and congested nasal passages are but two of the symptoms of an overdose of foul
air. One expert has even suggested that running in place
(or balancing a bike) at a carbon monoxide-infested
intersection for the duration of one stoplight cycle is the
. equivalent of smoking several cigarettes.
While the immediate effects of high-level ozone are
burning lungs and throats, and stinging eyes, repeated
exposure can diminish maximum lung capacity, and in
the long-run can lead to long-term lung damage and
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Returning to One's Roots on Earth Day TRUTH
ING
By

. --

Kathie Durbin

n early April, as the quarter-century anniversary of Earth
Day loomed, I went for a hike in the Cummins Creek
\\'ilderness and thought about what the environmental
movement has achieved these past 25 years.
Cummins Creek, little known outside a small circle of
scientists and forest activists, is a piece
of the nation's last intact temperate
rainforest outside Alaska. Ir's an environmental victory you can accually see,
hear and smell. From its Oregon Coast
Range headwaters in the Siuslaw
National Forest to its mouth at
Neptune State Park, this rare pocket of
old-growth Sitka spruce forest remains
untouched by logging. It is beautiful in
an unremarkable way, with its red
alders in spring leaf, its bigleaf maples
covered in glowing moss, its waist-high
swordfern and its seeps where yellow
skunk cabbage and wood violets and
faded trilliums bloom. Cummins Creek
rushes past the massive spruces that
anchor its banks, flush with spring rains
vet clear and cold.
What is remarkable about this pocket wilderness is that
it survives at all. In 1984, when Congress included it in the
Oregon Wilderness Act, no one was talking about preserving
the state's last temperate rainforest. Cummins Creek was a
chip in a high-stakes poker game that would determine
which of Oregon's natural, unlogged forests would win permanent protection. In those days, before lawsuits and media
campaigns, environmentalists depended on Sen. Mark
Hatfield to do right by the public lands. He had his reasons;
lands not protected as wildernes once again became candidates for clearcutting. Still, when the chips were counted,
950,000 acres - 28 percent of the state's roadless national
forests - had been spared.
Fast forward ro 1995. Hatfield has given his backing ro

I

a bill that would cast aside the nation's environmental laws to
allow indiscriminate "salvage" logging. Those laws, our most
important legacy from the first Earth Day, are on the congressional chopping block. The Endangered Species Act is
taking a beating in sham hearings around the country. The
era of ambiguous "ecosystem management" is upon us. It is clear, in retrospect, how crucial the wilderness victories of the 1970s and 1980s really were.
As a society, we know far more
than we did on that first Earth Day
about the biological values our wild
lands embody, from salmon spawning
beds to unseen webs of life in the soil
beneath our boots and the forest canopy
above our heads. But as a society, we
still choose not to act on that knowledge. We are less willing than we were
in 1970 to sacrifice present profits for a
sustainable future.
A quarter-century after the first
Earth Day, many longtime environmental activists are weary, demoralized,
shell-shocked. Some blame the national groups for lacking a
vision, for compromising too readily, for severing the movement from its grass roots.
It's a false argument. The nationals do what they must
do to survive. That's their job: To raise money, to remain
players inside the Beltway, to be at the table when the cards
are dealt. These days it's a perilous job; the bullets whiz by
their heads faster than they can count them.
Meanwhile, the grass roots have tools they never
dreamed of in 1970: Landscape ecology, conservation biology, computer-assisted mapping, on-line communications
networks, a trove of scientific data to support their work.
But to be effective, they need something more, something
no Contract on America can take from them: a deeply rooted and protective sense of place. With that, they can build

Celebrate this
Earth Day by
making a
pilgrimage to a
saved place that
nourishes you.

Readers Respond To Cascadia Times
Everything about your new publication feels right, from the name, the bioregional coverage, to the recycled
newsprint. I want to extend my support
and my gratitude to those of you that
have brought this together. Information
and education are two of the strongest
tools for change. I am a second-year law
student, and my startling realization in
the midst of this three-year process was
that no matter the level or quantity of
learning that a person engages in, if there
is no heart in it, there is no real wisdom
gained. There is so much information
available to those of us who seek it, (and
even for those of us who don't) but so
much has been twisted, contorted, and
deformed that the truth is no longer
ascertainable. It is refreshing to finally
have a publication that invades the comfort zone, wakens the senses, and truly
educates. Thank you.
Shauna M. Whidden,
Portland OR
At last, a newspaper for thoughtful
i:;' people who care about issues, who care
L about holding government and business
accountable, and who care about preserv-
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ing the wondrous gifts Nature has
bestowed upon this bio-region. I especially applaud the feature on the huge
subsidies handed out to those who don't
need them. The malefactors of great
wealth shriek about getting the government off their backs, yet when Uncle
Sugar's gravy train pulls in, they're the
first ones in line with their hands out.
Keep nailing the corporate polluters and
pillagers, and the cement-headed politicians who do their bidding ... I want to
make sure I keep getting the paper.
Jim DiPeso,
Kent WA
I am very impressed with your paper.
Hard-hitting and depressing because so
much is wrong - but some upbeat articles too. Good luck! You are needed.
Mary Cammann,
Milwaukie OR
Give 'em hell, folks!
Charles Wilkinson,
professor and author
University of Colorado Law School.
Boulder CO

a new base of support. Without it, the modern environmental movement born in 1970 risks hecoming just another special interest.
In his essay "The Place, the Region, and the
Commons," Gary Snyder writes of this rootedness: "We
must consciously fully accept and recognize that this is
where we live and grasp the fact that our descendants will be
here for millenia to come. Then we must honor this land's
great antiquity- its wildness - learn it- defend it- and
work to hand it on to the children (of all beings) of the future
with its biodiversity and health intact."
Four months into the House leadership's assault on
the environment, some longtime activists are finally shaking off inertia, recalling the love of place that made them
environmentalists in the first place, and mobilizing to challenge the hostile new political forces arrayed against them.
Not content to take their lead from the national groups,
they're putting themselves on the line to draw attention to
destructive logging, grazing and mining practices and
threats to hard-won environmental laws. If they succeed,
they may inspire a generation that was not yet born on the
first Earth Day.
Safeguarding the planet is a job with no end in sight.
Cummins Creek is saved, but the coastal hills above Yachats
and 1 eskowin, ugly with fresh clearcuts, bear witness to the
greed that will always be with us. For environmentalists, as
always, most of the victories are temporary, but all the
defeats are permanent. Without the swelling up of love for
the planet that we celebrated in 1970, the movement will
shrivel from malnourishment and the corporate agenda driving its political adversaries will prevail.
So celebrate this Earth Day by making a pilgrimage to a
saved place that nourishes you. Feel Earth's energy seep up
through the soil into your own roots. Then go out and do battle for some threatened place that speaks to you as home.

Kathie, I have found your articles in

The Oregonian extremely valuable, and
missed them lately! So delighted to find
your good writing again! Very best on
this new absolutely necessary effort!

the larger issues ... Congratulations
brave new enterprise.

on a

Christine Colasurdo,
San Francisco CA

Helen C. Dickinson,
Manzanita OR

I hope you keep the quality up. I will
not continue if you are a flash in the pan.

For a brand new publication r would
say the Vol.1, No. l, has already set a high
standard, which I have no doubt you and
your staff will succeed in maintaining.
Charles Duncan,
retired journalism professor,
University of Oregon
Vancouver WA

Sarvahara Judd,
Corvallis OR

Congratulations! The first issue is
fantastic. I've been chinking for a year
that the bioregion needed such a journal.
Thanks to you for having the gumption
to start it. All the best!
Alan Durning,
director, Northwest Environment Watch
Seattle WA
As an Oregon native who now lives
in California, I find that people on both
sides of the Siskiyou Pass border often
fail to perceive the shared et of problems
that unite them. Your new paper will go
a long way in helping inform people of

I loved your first issue. The Times
will fill a real gap in West Coast environmental reporting and commentary. Keep
pluggin'!
Harry Lonsdale,
Bend OR
Paul, I've long read your material,
particularly during the big tree/little bird
wars, while you were at The Oregonian.
The role of your new publication is
obvious ... it's a region unto its own.
Will you be covering Idaho? (Ed. Note:
Yes) Idaho has long not known what it is;
northern rockies, headwaters of the
Columbia, part of the Great Basin, are
all it's geographic destiny. Where its soul
is is anyone's guess.
Rick Johnson, executive director,
Idaho Conservation League
Boise ID
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Why Salmon Don't Fit in Corporate Boardrooms
By Angus Du11ca11
lade Gorton is not the best friend the Endangered Species Act has in Congress just
now. And when che Republican senator from Washington opined the ocher day chat
maybe the Pacific Northwest would have co decide if it could afford salmon recovery, my first reaction was co file the comment under "Gorton, Disagree With Again."
On further reflection, I'm not sure the senator doesn't have it almost right.
Are we prepared to spend the kind of money, and make the kind of adjustments in
our lives and livelihoods that healthy salmon runs, in a healthy Columbia River, will
require?
In the abstract - chat is, in answering survey questions - we are. A Washington
state poll chis spring found two respondents out of three would pay another $5 per month
for electricity
(the Northwest
Power
Planning Council's salmon plan would cost
$2 to $3 more per month).
But the region also elected a congressional delegation a majority of which wants co
gut or repeal the Endangered Species Acc.
Where the largest economic impacts of
salmon recovery would be felt - the electric
utilities and aluminum companies, commercial barge traffic, large-scale irrigated agriculture and related food-processing industries
- there is little interest in recovery actions
other than those that result in "minimal disruption," as Federal Judge Malcolm Marsh
concluded a year ago in Idaho v. the National
Marine Fisheries Service.
Is this just garden-variety avarice on the
part of big business? I don't think so. I think
instead these interests are reflecting, and
exaggerating, the very human impulse co
focus on the foreground and leave the future
co take care of itself.
Take the tax cut today and leave the national debt burden for rhe next generation.
Consume a little mun: uf the watershed today, defer the environmental costs to our
grandchildren. Open close-in farmland co housing developments now, worry about urban
form and function and airshed tomorrow. After all, those who don't protect today's cash
flowwon't be around to realize their investments in the future.
The aluminum industry may exit the Pacific Northwest within the next 20 years;
why think further ahead than the next Bonneville Power Administration rate increase?
Human economic thinking is almost always painfully short-term: the next quarterly
report, the year's balance sheet. At its best it casts forward a generation. And human economics are now colliding with biological cycles that span dozens of years; and with evolutionary cycles extending hundreds or thousands of years.
We ask how much a salmon is worth and answer in a sophomoric way with grocery
score price tags, so much for canned Alaska sockeye. We should be asking what a species
is worth; or the multiple interconnected species that comprise a functioning ecological
system like a watershed.
And we focus as much on the "here" as on the "now." A farmer on the Powder River
in Eastern Oregon patiently explained to me that there was plenty of strearnflow for him
to draw our onco his fields in April, not comprehending that May salmon flows in the
Lower Columbia come only from his stream and others that make up the river's headwaters.
We break the river into fragments usable to human beings: this many acre-feet
stored this spring and used in the summer for crops or next winter for power. We then
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manage it in fragments: the Corps of Engineers for power and flood control and navigation, the Bureau of Reclamation for power and irrigation, the Forest Service for timber
production. Canada and Alaska and Washington and Oregon and the Tribes for harvest.
After a time these uses begin co overlap, and later still we notice the emerging shortages
and conflicts. But our organizational apparatus was constructed to distribute endless
abundance, not resolve shortages or protect the river from overconsumption.
Why can't science bail us out? Lots of reasons.
Take a simple case. Biologists agree that stream temperatures above 68 degrees
Fahrenheit are lethal for salmon. Bue high temperatures are the product of multiple diffuse upstream uses: irrigation withdrawals, loss of stream cover, destruction of wetlands.
These in turn are embedded in the law
and history of the West, water rights and
multiple use forestry practices, that are
changing only slowly. Clear science can't
sweep away 150 years of history.
Take a harder case. lo move downstream, migrating smelts rely on spring
flows, which have been reduced by dams.
Is it critical that a passage which one rook
days now takes weeks and extends well
into summer's high water temperatures
and active predators? The science is not
conclusive on this point, certainly co the
satisfaction of industry's biologists. Until
the science is perfectly clear, they argue,
costly (to industry) changes in current river operations are unwarranted.
What of the science underlying current river operations, including barging of
fish? Has it been demonstrated to be
healthy for salmon? Is it being held to the
same burden of proof? Not a chance:
These are the river operations, this is the science, chat accompanied the collapse of the
salmon.
Shouldn't an equal or greater burden of proof be on those whose uses have altered
the river? Shouldn't they have to demonstrate conclusively that such high levels of use
are compatible with healthy salmon runs? Why, in applying the "best science available,"
shouldn't we give the benefit of the doubt to restoring some measure of historical, preEuropean settlement conditions, knowing that salmon thrived under these?
Why? Because science is being stood on its head and bent around corners to protect
the status quo and those with big financial stakes in it.
Curiously, some users of the river, a few gill netters in Astoria and small ranchers in
Wallowa County, show more willingness co construe uncertain science for the benefit of
fish recovery than do the region's corporate irrigacors and big utilities. There aren't the
millions of dollars on the table in these more remote places, although whole livelihoods,
not just profits, are at risk.
But there is also a sense of place, a kind of honorable stewardship, co be found in
such places; not always, but often. Nothing that will fit onto a balance sheet. Still,
this business of saving salmon could use more of it in the· boardrooms of the wealthy
and powerful.
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How Much Growth Can Nature Afford?
By D.K. Holm

T

he Economy of Nature is

For all his many chapters explaining
economic theory, one comes away with
no less than an attempt
the feeling chat Ashworth's ideas and
ractically every day, I walk through
co show "economics and
solutions aren't all chat sophisticated. He
downtown Portland, Ore., on variecology are both doomed unless
ous errands. I deliver stories co·
we reconcile them." In
talks about our economy, but not divipublications, or rifle through the racks of
Ashworth 's view, "The laws of
sions within the capitalism (America's
culture of individualism and openness
rnv favorite magazine store, or pick up
ecology and the laws of ecospecial orders at my preferred book score,
nomics are, at heart, the same
versus, say, Japan's "groupist" and closed
or perhaps simply grab a loaf of bread.
sec of laws. Economics, like
society) that impede true ecological
But as I go about these happy, creaecology, concentrates strongly
improvement. And in comparison with
turely tasks, I am confronted with an
on webs of relationships and
radical, revisionist notions found in such
environment that is directly - and usualinteractions." Our rnisunderbooks as Accumulation Crisis by UC-Santa
lv invisibly - affecting me. Simple
standing of this intricate relaCruz sociology and economics professor
things, such as thousands of cars spewing
tionship causes us co miss
James O'Connor, Ashworth sounds a tad
exhaust inco the air I'm breathing, or the
solutions.
timid, touching his toe tentatively into
pavement that is pounding back at my
Environmentalists and
the tide of revisionism and drawing back
knees with eroding pressure, and even
developer-industrialises are
with only a smear on his toetip. "We disthe concrete buildings emanating radiain this together. "The
trust other people's motives" isn't the
tion. These human-made assaults are
economy is not feeding off
most sophisticated analysis of wariness in
mute and unrelenting, and there is little
the environmental crisis, as
environmental issues.
that I alone can do about them and still
environmentalists often
Ashworth, a librarian in Ashland,
lead the life I am used co.
suggest, but mirroring it,"
Ore., and the author of JO previous books.
i\leanwhile, as author William
Ashworth maintains.
including Undert!te Influence: Congress,
Ashworth reminds us in The Economy of
"Ecologically distressed
Lobbies, and the American Pork Barrel
Nature, a book that attempts co reconcile
areas are almost always ecoSystem and The Late, Great Lakes, writes in
the necessities of economics and the
nomically distressed as well."
a clear and solid style. But like many conimperatives of ecology, other agents far,
The Economy of Nature: Rethinkit!f£ the
To save us from this bog
temporary books - cultural jeremiads,
Connection Between Eco/00'11
and Economics
far away are having an equally dire effect
oJ
of mutual destruction, he sugself-help books - T!te Economy of Nature
on me.
gests a shift in perspective.
could have been an essay or a paper. Full
He recalls that on April 26, 1986, in
By William Ashworth
First, he calls for a repudiablown bookdom announces ambitions
the middle of a botched experiment in
Houghton-Mifflin, $22·95 (cloth)
tion of the "frontier myth,"
that the material doesn't deliver.
low-power operation, the No. 4 reaccor at ....._
_, the philosophy chat has guidHe does strive to offer solutions,
the Chernobyl nuclear plant in the northinternational borders. Tariffs on electricied the American mind. "Frontier thinkalbeit tepid ones. "What we need is some
ern Ukraine went critical, causing a core
ty developed. Russian authorities, trying
ing has fueled our national obsession with
means of preventing environmental dammeltdown and an enormous outburst of
desperately to exert some control over
'growth' and 'progress,' creating the
age frum occurring." He advocates that
intense heat. The containment wall was
their former sacellices, shut off many
impression that a people not constantly
we "apply market solutions to environbreached and radioactive vapor steamed
cross-border power transmission lines
conquering new barriers and expanding
mental problems," because economy and
around the world. Two people died
altogether. The brand-new Republic of
their horizons are somehow ingrown and
environment work on the same princiinstantly at the plant, 28 others died latthe Ukraine found itself suffering from a
emasculated. Limitless resources are a
ples. How? "We must not simply proer, and 135,000 area residents were evacsevere scarcity of electricity. Any econofrontier myth. The real world has limits.
mote selfishness; we muse find some way
uated, leaving an 18-mile urban radius
mist (and probably most noneconomiscs
Economises muse recognize chis truth just
to reward it." Re-education helps. "The
chat remains uninhabitable.
as well) could easily have predicted the
as environmentalists must heed the
time has come when we muse recognize
It was a $4 billion accident, but that
next move. On December 13, 1992 uncomfortable truth about the reality of
that neither free enterprise in ignorance
wasn't the end of the story. Ashworth
quietly, with as little fanfare as possible
markets." Ashworth is there co guide us
of ecological principles, nor legalistic probrings us up to dace. "In late 1991 the
- the least-damaged reactor at
through chat reality, in numerous mindtectionism in ignorance of the laws of
Soviet Union fell, and the kraine
Chernobyl was started up again."
numbing- and frankly, co chis reader,
economics, is going to do more than tembecame an independent nation. Along
Ashworth's book is rich in such anecextraneous - chapters explaining ecoporarily improve our position on the
with the political realignment came a
dotes that illustrate the interconnection
nomic theory co the innumerate.
planet." Let peaceful coexistence reign,
concurrent realignment of the Eastern
of economic and natural matters, and the
But J have a sneaking suspicion that
he cries. "Logging and wildlands are
European power grid. Electric trans misparadoxes they inspire - deer that wanAshworth 's paradigm shift doesn't go far
always a more productive mix than logsion lines, generating stations, and transder into a Bend, Ore., shopping mall,
enough. He still buys into the dominant
ging or wildlands."
former sites chat had been safely within
park officials who litter, industrialists
who
socioeconomic foundation of our society.
He proposes "internalizing" the
the purview of a single central authority
find it cheaper to pay EPA fines than
After rejecting the fr?ntier, and then
"externalirie " - encouraging prevenwere suddenly scattered across several
cease polluting.
expressing sympathy for, but finally passtion by legally building safety into the
cost of industry - with effluent charges,
ing on Fuller's Spaceship Earth, James
user fees, side payments. He also
Lovelock's Gaia theory, Ashworth suggests we think instead like a forest. "We
believes that, "Marketization is about as
A book talk by environmental journalist
sound an idea for resource-agency reform
are a functioning part of an ecosystem,
as we are likely to get."
one out of many, neither above nor below
any of the others."
In this global village, the streets of
This forms the basis for Ashworth 's
downtown Portland are not all as distant
Heralding the next wave of environmental concerns, which he calls
from Chernobyl as we would like co
failure to go all the way. He wants co be
"ecoreolism", Newsweek writer Gregg Easterbrook hos produced a
too nice to everybody. Like a sensitive
think, and Ashworth has performed a
CIO
IM
book charting a surprising and fundamental shift toward the positive
host who can't stand it when guests bicknoble deed by reminding us of chis. One
==
er, Ashworth wants the fighting factions
wishes, as the exhaust fumes tie up the
in environmental events. A Moment on the Earth: The Coming Age of
i=
c
of environmentalists and bu iness people
lungs and the rivers become cisterns of
Environmental Optimism (Viking) implies that the Age of Pollution is
ci
to get along. But while he's drawing stodeadly flowing waste, that, instead of
already nearly over, that a "green future" is coming, and that soon
c
u
gie-sucking fat cajs and love-beaded long
accepting the status quo, he offered cools
CIO
"we' re all going to be ecological optimists." Ecoreolism lauds
c
hairs
in
a
circle
for
a
group
hug,
some
of
·
for radical change.
c.:,
environmentalism as one of the most important forces for good in
us are wondering why not dump chat
contemporary society, but contends that the time has come to replace
whole, evil, intractable economic system.
D.K. Holm writesfrom Portland, Oregon.
therotrical claims of "instant doomsday" with rational thinking.
Why buy into the capitalise ystem?
Ashworth is tinkering; others might well
say junk it. If you can't wors within it »
City
» J
if it won't let you, tear it do n.
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